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Abstract
By synthesizing information common to retrieved documents, multi-document summarization can help users of information retrieval systems to find relevant documents with
a minimal amount of reading. We are developing a multidocument summarization system to automatically generate a
concise summary by identifying and synthesizing similarities
across a set of related documents. Our approach is unique in
its integration of machine learning and statistical techniques
to identify similar paragraphs, intersection of similar phrases
within paragraphs, and language generation to reformulate
the wording of the summary. Our evaluation of system components shows that learning over multiple extracted linguistic features is more effective than information retrieval approaches at identifying similar text units for summarization
and that it is possible to generate a fluent summary that conveys similarities among documents even when full semantic
interpretations of the input text are not available.

Introduction
Currently, most approaches to single document summarization involve extracting key sentences to form the summary
(e.g., [Paice 1990; Kupiec et al. 1995; Marcu 1998]). Yet,
given the multitude of sources that describe the same event
in a similar manner (e.g., on-line news sources), it would be
helpful to the end-user to have a summary of multiple related documents. Multiple document summarization could
be useful, for example, in the context of large information
retrieval systems to help determine which documents are
relevant. Such summaries can cut down on the amount of
reading by synthesizing information common among all retrieved documents and by explicitly highlighting distinctions. In contrast, with single document summarization,
users would have to read numerous individual summaries,
one for each of the top retrieved documents and infer similarities.
While sentence extraction may be adequate for single document summarization, it will not work effectively for multiple document summarization. Any individual document
does not contain explicit comparisons with all other documents which can be extracted; alternatively, if all sentences
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A federal office building was devastated by a car bomb in
Oklahoma City on April 19th 1995. Around 250 people
are still unaccounted for. More than 80 victims were killed
in the explosion. The Oklahoma blast was the biggest act
of suspected terror in U.S. history, overtaking the 1993
bombing of the World Trade Center in New York which
killed six and injured 1,000 others.
President Clinton vowed to capture the bombers and
brought them to a swift justice.
On 04/21 Reuters reported Federal agents have arrested
a suspect in the Oklahoma City bombing. Timothy James
McVeigh, 27, was formally charged on Friday with the
bombing. Brothers James and Terry Nichols, known
friends of McVeigh and reported to share his extreme
right-wing views, have been held since last week as material witnesses to the Oklahoma bombing.

Figure 1: Summary produced by our system using 24 news
articles as input.

containing similar information are extracted (Mani and Bloedorn, 1997; Yang et al. 1998), this would make for lengthy
and repetitive reading.
We are developing a multi-document summarization system to automatically generate a concise summary by identifying similarities and differences across a set of related documents. Input to the system is a set of related documents,
such as those retrieved by a standard search engine in response to a particular query. Our work to date has focused on
generating similarities across documents. Our approach uses
machine learning over linguistic features extracted from the
input documents to identify several groups of paragraphsized text units which all convey approximately the same information. Syntactic linguistic analysis and comparison between phrases of these units is used to select the phrases that
can adequately convey the similar information. This task is
performed by the content planner of the language generation
component and results in the determination of the summary
content. Sentence planning and generation are then used to
combine the phrases together to form a coherent whole. An
example summary produced by the system is shown in Figure 1; this is a summary of 24 news articles on the Oklahoma

Timothy James McVeigh, 27, was formally charged on Friday with the bombing of a federal building on Oklahoma
City which killed at least 65 people, the Justice Department said.
Timothy James McVeigh, 27, was formally charged on Friday with the bombing of a federal building on Oklahoma
City which killed at least 65 people, the Justice Department said.
The first suspect, Gulf War veteran Timothy McVeigh, 27,
was charged with the bombing Friday after being arrested
for a traffic violation shortly after Wednesday’s blast.
Federal agents have arrested suspect in the Oklahoma
City bombing Timothy James McVeigh, 27. McVeigh was
formally charged on Friday with the bombing.
Timothy McVeigh, the man charged in the Oklahoma City
bombing, had correspondence in his car vowing revenge
for the 1993 federal raid on the Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Texas, the Dallas Morning News said
Monday.

Figure 2: A collection of similar paragraphs (part of a theme)
from the Oklahoma bombing event.
City bombing.
The key features of our work are:
1. Identifying themes. Given the 24 input articles, how can
we identify the similar paragraphs shown in Figure 2?
We term each set of similar paragraphs (or generally, text
units) a theme of the input articles. There may be many
themes for a set of articles; for these 24 articles, there are
9 themes. Unlike most systems that compute a measure
of similarity over text, our features extend beyond simple
word matching and include entire noun phrases, proper
nouns, and semantic senses; we also utilize positional and
relational information between pairs of words. We ran a
series of experiments that compared the use of different
features and the baseline provided by standard information retrieval matching techniques, establishing that targeted selection of linguistic features is indeed beneficial
for this task.
2. Information fusion. Given the subset of one theme extracted from the articles, shown in Figure 2, how can we
determine that only the phrases resulting in the sentence
“Timothy James McVeigh, 27, was formally charged on
Friday with the bombing.” should be represented in the
summary? We have developed and implemented a novel
algorithm for this task which analyzes grammatical structure extracted from each theme with off-the-shelf tools.
Our information fusion algorithm compares predicate argument structures of the phrases within each theme to determine which are repeated often enough to be included in
the summary. This process yields an average accuracy of
79% when tested on a collection of text units from multiple documents already clustered into themes by hand.
3. Text reformulation. Once the content of the summary
has been determined, how can we fluently use the similar
phrases in novel contexts? Simply stringing the phrases

together can produce ungrammatical results because phrases are placed in new syntactic contexts. We have developed an algorithm that maps the predicate argument structure of input document phrases to arguments expected by
FUF/SURGE [Elhadad 1993; Robin 1994], a robust language generation system. This has required developing
new techniques for identifying constraints on realization
choice (e.g., on the order of circumstantial roles such as
time, location, instrument, etc.), using surface features in
place of the semantic or pragmatic ones typically used in
language generation.

Related Work
To allow summarization in arbitrary domains, most current
systems use sentence extraction, identifying and extracting
key sentences from an input article using a variety of different criteria. These approaches have all been developed to
produce a summary of a single input document. One recent
statistical approach [Kupiec et al. 1995] uses a corpus of articles with summaries for training to identify the features of
sentences that are typically included in abstracts. Other recent approaches use lexical chains [Barzilay and Elhadad
1997], sentence position [Lin and Hovy 1997], discourse
structure [Marcu 1997; Marcu 1998], and user features from
the query [Strzalkowski et al. 1998] to find key sentences.
While most work to date focuses on summarization of
single articles, early work is emerging on summarization
across multiple documents. Radev and McKeown [1998]
use a symbolic approach, pairing information extraction systems with language generation. The result is a domain dependent system for summarization of multiple news articles on the same event, highlighting how perspective of the
event has changed over time. In ongoing work at Carnegie
Mellon, Yang et al. [1998] are developing statistical techniques to identify similar sentences and phrases across articles. While they have developed a novel statistical approach
to identify similar sentences, their system simply lists all extracted similar sentences as the summary. Mani and Bloedorn [1997] use spreading activation and graph matching to
compute similarities and differences between the salient topics of two articles. Output is presented as a set of paragraphs
which contain similar and distinguishing words, emphasized
in different fonts. The problem is a redundant summary
since no synthesis of results through generation is attempted.

System Architecture
Our system follows a pipeline architecture, shown in Figure 3. Input to the system is a set of related documents, such
as those retrieved by a standard search engine. The analysis
component of the system breaks documents into smaller text
units and then computes a similarity metric across text units,
regardless of the source document. Once similar paragraphs
are identified, they are passed to the generation component
which further identifies and selects information to be reformulated as coherent text.
The analysis, or similarity computation component takes
as input a set of articles that have been previously identified
as being on the same topic. In building our system, we used
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Figure 3: System architecture.

articles from the pilot Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)
corpus [Allan et al. 1998] for training and testing. The analysis component breaks the article into paragraph-sized units
for comparison, and then extracts a set of linguistic and positional features for input into the similarity algorithm. We
construct a vector for each pair of paragraphs, representing
matches on each of the different features. These vectors are
passed to a machine learning algorithm [Cohen 1996] which
combines these features into a classifier using the most discriminating ones to judge similarity. Output is a listing of binary decisions on paragraph pairs, with each pair classified
as containing similar or dissimilar text units. The similarity decisions drive a subsequent clustering algorithm, which
places the most related paragraphs in the same group, and
thus identifies themes.
The generation component consists of a content planner,
sentence planner, and a sentence generator. Since input is
full text, the process of selecting and ordering content is
quite different from typical language generators. For each
theme, the content planner identifies phrases within the paragraphs of a theme that are close enough to other phrases in
the theme that they can be included in the summary. It does
this by producing a predicate-argument structure for each
sentence in each input paragraph, comparing arguments to
select phrases that are similar. The sentence planner then
determines which phrases should be combined into a single, more complex sentence, looking again at constraints
from the input document as well as common references between phrases. Finally, the constituent structure produced by
these two stages is mapped to the functional representation
required as input by FUF/SURGE [Elhadad 1993; Robin
1994].

Document Analysis
Our definition of similarity is different than the one adopted
in most text matching tasks (such as information retrieval)
because of two factors: first, the size of the unit of text affects what is similar; documents have a lot of information,
so even a modest amount of common elements can make
two documents similar. Second, our goal is different. We
are looking for text units that are quite close in meaning, not

just for topical similarity.1
We thus consider two textual units similar if they both
refer to the same object and that object performs the same
action in both textual units, or the object is described in the
same way in both of them. Such a common description must
be more than just a single modifier. For example, the following two sentences satisfy our criteria for similarity,
Britain Thursday sent back to the United States a possible
suspect in the Oklahoma bomb blast, the interior ministry
said.
“A possible suspect connected with the Oklahoma bomb has
been returned to the United States by the U.K. immigration
service,” a ministry statement said.

because they both refer to a common event (the returning
of the suspect to the United States). On the other hand, the
following sentence
Federal agents have arrested a suspect in the Oklahoma City
bombing and U.S. television networks reported he was a
member of a paramilitary group called the Michigan Militia.

is not similar to the above, as it focuses on a different suspect
and his paramilitary connections. Existing methods based
on shared words are likely to identify all these sentences as
related, since they all contain key words such as “suspect”,
“Oklahoma”, and “bomb”.
Traditional metrics for determining similarity among textual units compare term occurrence vectors using frequencies modified by the rarity of each term (the TF*IDF approach) [Salton and Buckley 1988]. Terms are single words,
occasionally with simple transformations such as stemming,
although sometimes multi-word units and collocations have
been used [Smeaton 1992]. Since we are aiming for a different, more fine-grained notion of similarity and operate on
much shorter texts than information retrieval does, we explored a number of alternative features. Our features draw
on a number of linguistic approaches to text analysis, and
are based on both single words and simplex noun phrases
(sequences of adjectives and nouns with no embedded recursion). We thus consider the following potential matches
between text units:
• Word co-occurrence, i.e., sharing of a single word between text units. Variations of this feature restrict matching to cases where the parts of speech of the words also
match, or relax it to cases where the stems of the two
words are identical.
• Matching noun phrases. We use the LinkIt tool [Wacholder 1998] to identify simplex noun phrases and match
those that share the same head.
• WordNet synonyms. The WordNet semantic database
[Miller et al. 1990] provides sense information, placing
words in sets of synonyms (synsets). We match as synonyms words that appear in the same synset.
• Common semantic classes for verbs. Levin’s [1993] semantic classes for verbs have been found to be useful for
determining document type and text similarity [Klavans
1
Note that we start with a set of documents about the same
topic, which is the usual goal of information retrieval systems.

and Kan 1998]. We match two verbs that share the same
semantic class in this classification.

TF(wordi ) · log

Total number of units
DF(wordi )

Similarity between text units is measured by the cosine of
the angle between the corresponding two vectors (i.e., the
normalized inner product of the two vectors), and the optimal value of a threshold for judging two units as similar is
computed from the training set.
After all pairwise similarities between text units have
been calculated, we utilize a clustering algorithm to identify themes. As a paragraph may belong to multiple themes,
most standard clustering algorithms, which partition their
input set, are not suitable for our task. We use a greedy,
one-pass algorithm that first constructs groups from the most
similar paragraphs, seeding the groups with the fully connected subcomponents of the graph that the similarity relationship induces over the set of paragraphs, and then places
additional paragraphs within a group if the fraction of the
members of the group they are similar to exceeds a preset
threshold.

Language Generation
Given a group of similar paragraphs—a theme—the problem is to create a concise and fluent fusion of information in
this theme, reflecting facts common to all paragraphs. A
straightforward method would be to pick a representative
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In addition to the above primitive features that all compare single items from each text unit, we use composite features that combine pairs of primitive features. Our composite features impose particular constraints on the order of the
two elements in the pair, on the maximum distance between
the two elements, and on the syntactic classes that the two
elements come from. They can vary from a simple combination (e.g., “two text units must share two words to be
similar”) to complex cases with many conditions (e.g., “two
text units must have matching noun phrases that appear in
the same order and with relative difference in position no
more than five”). In this manner, we capture information
on how similarly related elements are spaced out in the two
text units, as well as syntactic information on word combinations. Matches on composite features indicate combined
evidence for the similarity of the two units.
To determine whether the units match overall, we employ
a machine learning algorithm [Cohen 1996] that induces decision rules using the features that really make a difference.
A set of pairs of units already marked as similar or not by a
human is used for training the classifier. We have manually
marked a set of 8,225 paragraph comparisons from the TDT
corpus for training and evaluating our similarity classifier.
For comparison, we also use an implementation of the
TF*IDF method which is standard for matching texts in information retrieval. We compute the total frequency (TF) of
words in each text unit and the number of units in our training set each word appears in (DF, or document frequency).
Then each text unit is represented as a vector of TF*IDF
scores, calculated as

charge
class: verb
tense: past

McVeigh
class: noun

27
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bombing
class: noun
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Figure 4: Dependency grammar representation of the sentence “McVeigh, 27, was charged with the bombing”.
sentence that meets some criteria (e.g., a threshold number
of common content words). In practice, however, any representative sentence will usually include embedded phrase(s)
containing information that is not common to all sentences
in the theme. Furthermore, other sentences in the theme often contain additional information not presented in the representative sentence. Our approach, therefore, uses intersection among theme sentences to identify phrases common
to most paragraphs and then generates a new sentence from
identified phrases.

Intersection among Theme Sentences
Intersection is carried out in the content planner, which uses
a parser for interpreting the input sentences, with our new
work focusing on the comparison of phrases. Theme sentences are first run through a statistical parser[Collins 1996]
and then, in order to identify functional roles (e.g., subject,
object), are converted to a dependency grammar representation [Kittredge and Mel’čuk 1983], which makes predicateargument structure explicit.
We developed a rule-based component to produce functional roles, which transforms the phrase-structure output of
Collins’ parser to dependency grammar; function words (determiners and auxiliaries) are eliminated from the tree and
corresponding syntactic features are updated. An example
of a theme sentence and its dependency grammar representation are shown in Figure 4. Each non-auxiliary word in the
sentence has a node in the representation, and this node is
connected to its direct dependents.
The comparison algorithm starts with all subtrees rooted
at verbs from the input dependency structure, and traverses
them recursively: if two nodes are identical, they are added
to the output tree, and their children are compared. Once
a full phrase (verb with at least two constituents) has been
found, it is confirmed for inclusion in the summary.
Difficulties arise when two nodes are not identical, but are
similar. Such phrases may be paraphrases of each other and
still convey essentially the same information. Since theme
sentences are a priori close semantically, this significantly

constrains the kind of paraphrasing we need to check for.
We verified this assumption by analyzing paraphrasing patterns through themes of our training corpus, drawn from the
TDT (see the Evaluation section). We found that that a high
percentage of paraphrasing is at the “surface” level, using
semantically related words and syntactic transformations.
When similar nodes are detected, the algorithm tries to
apply an appropriate paraphrasing rule, drawn from the corpus analysis. For example, if the phrases “group of students”
and “students” are compared, then the omit empty head rule
is applicable, since “group” is an empty noun and can be
dropped from the comparison, leaving two identical words,
“students”. In the case that a matching paraphrase rule cannot be found, the comparison is finished and the phrase is
dropped. Other examples of paraphrase include ordering of
syntactic components in the sentence (e.g., inversion of subject and object because of passive), realization of the predicate in a main clause versus a relative clause, and use of
synonyms based on WordNet.
For the theme in Figure 2, intersection results in the clause
“McVeigh was formally charged on Friday with the bombing” and the description “Timothy James McVeigh, 27”.

Sentence Generation Component
The primary task of this component is to construct the summary text from phrases selected from the theme. During
this process, the system orders phrases based on their time
sequence of appearance, adds additional information needed
for clarification (e.g., entity descriptions, temporal references, and newswire source references) that appeared in the
full articles but not in the theme [Barzilay et al. 1999], and
maps the dependency representations to an English sentence.
Output of this component is the full summary, such as the
one shown in Figure 1.
Ordering of phrases within the summary is based on
chronological order inferred from their appearance in the
original text. To do this, for each theme, we record a date
that is the earliest date on which any of its sentences were
published. We sort extracted phrases according to these
dates.
Sentence realization is done by mapping the dependency
structure to the input required by FUF/SURGE [Elhadad
1993; Robin 1994]. The use of a language generator, with
full grammar, means that the system can combine phrases together in ways that did not occur in the input text. A phrase
that occurred as the main clause in an input text, for example, may be realized in the summary as a subordinate clause.
The grammar is used to determine inflections, subject-verb
agreement, and word orderings. This gives us the ability
to generate coherent, fluent text as opposed to rigidly using
extracted sentences in the same ways they were used in the
input.
Sentence generators such as FUF/SURGE, however, typically require a set of sentential semantic roles as input. They
were developed for use within a system that builds a semantic sentence representation from data. However, in our
case, we have no access to semantic information; all that
we have are syntactic roles, derived from the parse tree for
the sentence. In many cases, this simply means less work

for FUF/SURGE. Processing starts using roles such as subject, object, and main verb instead of deriving these syntactic roles from roles such as agent, goal, and predicate.
However, in other cases, it means producing a sentence with
only vague knowledge of the function of a particular constituent. For example, for circumstantials such as time, location, or manner, the summarizer can only determine from
the input that it is a circumstantial and cannot determine its
type. The specific function determines the options for paraphrasing (e.g., whether it appears at the beginning or end
of the sentence, or next to some other constituent). We use
the ordering derived from the input to constrain these options and leave the specific function unspecified. We will
continue to look at cases where different kinds of syntactic
constraints on paraphrasing can be derived from the input in
place of semantic or pragmatic constraints.

System Status
We have an initial system prototype which includes implementation of system components and integration of components for a number of examples. More work needs to be
done to tune output of the theme identifier to produce better
input for the generation component. Our experiments show
that high recall and low precision in finding themes is better
for the generator than low recall and high precision. This
is because the content planner, which performs information
fusion, makes a more thorough analysis and weeds out sentences that are not similar when comparing phrases. Thus,
it can handle errors in its input, but it cannot handle missing input. As the noise in its input increases, the size of the
intersection decreases. In such cases, the output summary
will be short, but the system will never generate nonsensical
output.
Given noisy input (i.e., dissimilar articles), the system
components degrade in different ways. Given poor input, the
theme identification component may produce low-quality
themes. But, as noted above, the intersection component
will weed out these errors and produce an empty, or small
intersection, and a short summary. Also, we are focusing
on articles that have already been judged similar by some
means (e.g., by an information retrieval engine), so it is unlikely that our system will receive markedly different documents as input.

Evaluation
Given that our implementation of components is complete,
but full integration of components is still underway, our evaluation at this stage focuses on quantifying results for each of
the system components separately. Following the division
in our system architecture, we identify three separate questions to which results can be produced independently and to
which the system’s answers can be evaluated. We elaborate
on these three questions and on how we quantitatively measure performance on them in the first subsection, and then
present the results of the evaluation on specific data collections.

Identifying Themes
The first question we address is how good our system is in
identifying themes, or similar paragraphs. We quantify the
answer to this question by presenting to the system a list
of pairs of paragraphs (all extracted from documents on the
same topic) and measuring how many correct decisions the
system makes on characterizing the paragraphs in each pair
as similar or dissimilar.
Since placing incoming documents into topical clusters is
a non-trivial task for large document collections, we use as
input a set of articles already classified according to subject matter, the pilot Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)
corpus. The TDT effort, sponsored by DARPA and NIST,
aims to promote new research on document classification
and clustering; as a necessary step towards comparing different systems on these tasks, a corpus of articles from written
and broadcast news sources (Reuters and CNN) is marked
with subject categories that correspond to our criteria for selecting similar documents (e.g., “Oklahoma City bombing”
or “Pentium chip flaw”). We are using the Reuters part of the
first such collection made available in early 1998 (the TDT
pilot corpus), which contains 16,000 articles (see http://
morph.ldc.upenn.edu/ Catalog/ LDC98T25.
html for more details).
We selected 6 of the 25 topical categories in the pilot TDT
corpus, favoring categories that had a significant number of
member documents. For each such category, we selected
articles from randomly chosen days, for a total of 30 articles.
Documents in each topical category are broken into paragraphs, and paragraphs from different documents in the
same theme are compared using the various alternatives described in our document analysis section. For example, our
first category about two Americans lost in Iraq has 61 paragraphs across 8 selected articles, and 61 · 60 / 2 = 1, 830
comparisons are made between those 61 paragraphs. All the
selected categories have 264 paragraphs and 8,225 comparisons between paragraphs, calculated as

6 
X
Ni
2
i=1

where Ni is the number of paragraphs in category i. We
randomly divided these pairs of paragraphs into a training
set (6,225 pairs) and a testing set (2,000 pairs). These 8,225
pairs were manually compared independently by two evaluators (who subsequently met and reconciled differences),
and classified as either similar or dissimilar.
We extracted the primitive features discussed in the document analysis section, calculated our composite features,
and trained both the machine learning model that uses these
features and the TF*IDF classifier on the training set. Our
feature-based approach was able to recover 39.7% of the
similar pairs of paragraphs with 60% precision and had an
overall accuracy over both similar and dissimilar pairs of
97%, while the corresponding numbers for the TF*IDF
method were 31.4% recall of similar paragraphs, 41.8% precision and 96.5% overall accuracy.
Note that since we have a fine-grained model of similarity, most paragraphs are dissimilar to most other paragraphs.

As a result, the baseline method of always guessing “dissimilar” will have a very high accuracy (percentage of total correct answers), 97% in our experiments. However, as in comparable information retrieval tasks with no pre-constructed,
balanced evaluation document sets, it is important to focus
primarily on evaluation results for the rarer similar pairs (respectively, on the documents relevant to a particular query),
rather than all pairs (or documents) in the collection. Our results indicate that our approach outperforms traditional text
matching techniques, especially on the harder-to-find similar paragraphs.

Information Fusion
The second evaluation question addresses the performance
of our content planner, measuring how well we identify
phrases that are repeated throughout the multiple paragraphs
within a theme. We present the system with several manually constructed themes and compare the system-produced
collection of phrases to manually identified common phrases. Manually constructed themes allow us to obtain an independent view of the content planner’s performance, without including any misclassifications that the first stage of the
system makes. Then standard measures such as precision
and recall can be used to quantitatively compare the system’s
results to the reference list.
To carry out this evaluation, we constructed five themes
each containing 3.8 paragraphs on average. To do this, we
used themes automatically constructed by the first stage of
the system and edited errors by hand. Repeated information
was manually extracted from each theme, producing seven
sentence-level predicate-argument structures corresponding
to phrases that should be included in the summary. Then
we applied our intersection algorithm which proposed six
predicate-argument structures for the summary and was able
to correctly identify 81% of the subjects, 85% of the main
verbs, and 72% of the other constituents in our list of model
predicate-argument structures.

Generating Sentences
The final evaluation task is to assess how well our surface
generation component performs on the task of putting together the extracted phrases in coherent sentences. We evaluate performance on this task by asking humans to rate each
produced sentence in terms of fluency, but not in terms of
content. In fact, the evaluators do not see the original documents, and thus base their judgements only on the quality of
the produced sentences in isolation.
This is an important first step in evaluation; given that we
are taking apart sentences and putting them together in novel
ways, we need to measure how well we do at producing fluent and grammatical sentences. While this is not an issue
for extraction-based summarization systems, robustness at
the sentence generation level is critical to success in our approach. We are also looking at alternative methods for rating
sentences on fluency. A logical next step will be to evaluate sentences in context, measuring overall coherence. In
addition, the grades that people assign to sentences are subjective; an alternative is to ask evaluators to order sentences

The defense department said an OH-58 military U.S.
scout helicopter made an emergency landing in the North
Korea friday.
Score: 95
North Korea said it shot the helicopter down over the its
territory.
Score: 80
Richardson cancelled other discussions that it was taken
place on the recent nuclear U.S.-NORTH KOREA agreement.
Score: 50

Figure 5: Three of the sentences automatically generated by
our system and the fluency scores assigned to them.
on the basis of fluency, presenting them with the system’s
output together with sentences written by humans.
We evaluated the fluency of our sentence generator by
having it generate 31 sentences from the correct list of predicate argument structures used in the second evaluation experiment. Each of these sentences was read by an independent evaluator, who graded it on fluency with a numeric
score between 0 and 100. This process resulted in an average score of 79.5, with 15 of the 31 sentences scored at 90 or
more. Figure 5 shows three of the generated sentences and
their assigned scores.

Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a novel architecture for accomplishing
summarization of multiple documents in any domain. In order to achieve this, our work builds on existing tools, such
as a parser and generator, as a springboard to take us further than would otherwise be possible. This has allowed
us to address key higher-level issues including the development of a paragraph similarity module using learning over
a set of linguistic features, an algorithm for identifying similar clauses within the resulting themes, and sentence generation techniques to combine clauses in novel ways within
new contexts. These new features enable the development
of a multi-document summarizer that uses reformulation to
produce natural and fluent text. Unlike sentence extraction
techniques which present a concatenated list of sentences or
phrases picked on the basis of statistical or locational criteria, our system presents a synthesized summary, created
using both statistical and linguistic techniques.
In the future, we plan to experiment with an alternative
evaluation approach that rates the produced summary as a
whole. We are in contact with professional journalists who
perform the task of synthesizing an article from multiple
news sources. One possibility is to ask them to evaluate
the summaries directly; another is to identify through user
analysis other measures that they internally use to arrive at
“good” articles and try to apply them to the summarization
task.
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